
dedicated snowkite performance



The Subzero V2 is the ultimate performance 
Snowkite for a wide variety of riders. 
Whether your passion is Freeride or 
Backcountry missions the Subzero has you 
covered!

The V2 is designed with some of the lightest 
materials available on the market, offering 
true performance increases and enhanced 
flying characteristics across all aspects.



more
reactive!

It inflates quicker, launches in lighter winds, flies faster, 
stays in the air longer in gusty conditions and is more 

reactive even in the lightest breeze.



The planform and profile combination delivers superior 
stability in flight, even when bashed by gusty winds. 

The optimized strap positions distribute load evenly 
throughout the sail, translating to smooth, predictable power 

delivery and snappy handling. Reduced bar pressure and 
lighter steering forces will let you ride all day without fatigue 

and intensify the feeling of a light kite.

EVENLY
DISTRIBUTED LOAD



PUSH THE BOUNDARIES
The Subzero has paved the way for the adventurous to push the boundaries of backcountry riding. It has incredible potential 

due to its fast direct handling and amazing power generation in light winds, but also big de-power in strong winds.

•Dedicated Snowkite performance
•Freeride and Backcountry machine

•Industry Leading Re-Ride Release System
•Light weight design and materials



the quintessential
backcountry Snowkite

The Subzero’s enhanced stability makes difficult 
backcountry rides and mountain climbing more 

accessible and enjoyable. 

Combine that with our revolutionary Internal
Re-Ride Release System and you have the 

quintessential backcountry Snowkite.



package options
The Subzero V2 is available as a Kite Only option or Kite Complete with the 

Contact-Snow Control System and Compressor Bag.

We recommend adding the Technical Mountain Backpack for carrying all your 
essential gear on longer back country missions.



Our unique Internal Re-Ride Release System is 
the market leading Snowkite release and landing 

system. It has made mountain climbing and 
packing so much more enjoyable, safe, easy and 
quick for the user. When activated the kite de-

powers instantly without tangling, and will sit on 
the ground ready to re-launch when you’re ready 

again.

Another advantage of our Internal Re-Ride Release 
System is the land and secure option. To land the kite 

simply pull the 5th line until you reach the Secure 
Loop which can be found approx 2m up from the 

control bar. The kite will stall and fall to the ground 
without any pull. Use the Secure Loop in the 5th line 

to keep the kite on the ground – it can be hooked 
onto the kite leash clip, or slipped over the bar end. 
This makes landing and packing your kite safe and 

easy even in high winds. The Brake Handle spanned 
between the back leader lines on the control system 
makes reverse launch and light wind landing easy.

RE-RIDE
RELEASE SYSTEM



Wind range is indicative only based on an average rider weight of 
80kg. Actual range will vary based on rider skill level and type of board 
used.
Bar size recommended 45CM (4M to 7M),  50CM (8M to 12M), 55CM (14M).
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